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1. Introduetion
Let M" be an n-dimensional Riemannian manifold with metric Kij. Let Pi denote the

operator of covariant differentiation with respect to the Riemannian connectiOD. We
denote the Riemannian curvature tensor, the Ricci tensor and the scalar curvature,
respectively, by RiJi", RJ"=14j,,1 and R=g'jR;j.

A skew symmetric tensor field 'Uji is called a conformal Killing tensor if there exists
a vector field tf such that

/7i'Uj"+/7jUik=2tJ"llij- qigjk-qjKik.

Such a vector field q" is called an associated vector of Ujk and is given by

P'Ull.= (n-1)q".

In a Kiihlerian manifold 'lIl'fl with a mixed tensor F;" and with a Riemannian metric
gij. a skew symmetric tensor field TJ)J" is called a F-conformal Killing tensor, if there
exist two vector fields fJ' and qi such that

ViWJ" +VjWik=2qkKij-QiKjk-qjgii+3 (p;Fji +pjFik).

S. Tachibana [lJ and C. lL Chen [2J studied such a tensor.

In this paper, we shall study another form of conformal Killing tensor in a confor
mally flat space.

2. Pseudo F-eonformal Killing tensor
For a skew symmetric tensor field lik in M", if there exists a covector field p; such

that

(2.1) f7j/kk=q"Kjk-q"oI'-P"fJi+plf!-aPJ/kl,

where

P;=OiP, qi=P//k', P"=p,g'i, q'=q/r", /ki=/klgli

and a is an arbitrary constant, then we have

(2. 2) VifJi+p'jfiA=2q1t.KP-QJKil-qiKJI+ (I-a) (pJji+pJfu).

If a=1, then fp. is a conformal Killing tensor, and a=1=l. then liA is analogous to
an F-conformal Killing tensor Wjk in 'lIlIJ. Such a tensor fJl: defined as (2.1), we shall
call a pseudo F-conformal Killing tensor, PA is associated vector of fJI, and a is intle:.c
number of hI.

THEOREM 1. (Condition of Integrability) T1u necessaey and m.ffident condition that
there e:J:ists a pseudo F-conformal Killing tensor in an n-dimensUmal R.iemanman mani
fold (n~3), is that tbe given manifold be conformally flat.

Proof. Differentiating covariantly (2. 1) and by making use of
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we have

(2. 3)

where
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/A'!Gjl'-I/'!Gjk'=gjltlll'-giltlll'-o/'qik+o;"qjk

+I/'jm-II'Pik-!ikP,J'+liipl'-a/Al (Pij- Pii),

(2.6)

Pjk= f1jPl- PjPi+ ~ (P'P)gjk, p/'=Pilgll,

qjk=J1Rk-qjpk+aPiqi+ ~ (Plpl)/ik, q/'=qjlg'\

On the other hand, from qk=PI/A', by calculating we have

(2, 4) qj1,=PjI/A'

and by assumption P;j=Pji. If we put

Wak"'=Rijli-gjkpl'+ grttp/'+olpa-0/'pji,
and substituting (2. 4) into (2. 3), then we have

Ik' Wijl'=II' Wiji.

Since the last equation is valid for any fji, we have

WijkA=O

that is,

(2. 5) Riik"=gjkPi'+gikP/'+O/'P;k-o;APik.
Contracting for h and i, we have

Rjk=gjkpl+ (n-2)pjk

and transvecting with gik, we have

R=2(n-1)pr'.

Therefore, we get

Pik=---!-Rjk R_gjk.
11,-2 2(11,-1)(11,-2)

By virtue of the last equation, (2. 5) becomes

!GiAA+-L2- (OlRiA-O/'Rji+gikRl'- gjkRl')11,-

+-(n-D~n-2) (ol'gj,.-O/'gik) =0

Since the left hand side in (2.6) is a Wyle's conformal curvature tensor, the
is confonnally flat. Thus the proof is completed.

manifold

3. An alntoet complex manifold admitting pseudo F-conformal KilIiD.gtensor
Let C"(n~4) be an almost complex manifold with a structure tensor FI', Riemann

ian metric gij, and a symmetric connection satisfying the following conditions

FlFI'=-o,", Fij=Flg1j=-Fji.

If the almost compl~x structure tensor F•.lt is a pseudo F-comformal Killing tensor,
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then we have index number a=O, from which

fli(F/FI') =Fl'fliF/+F}{1iFl'=o.

In this case, F.'" is given by

(3.1) fliFi·=t/'gjk-qkO/,-p'tFjk+PkF/'.

By calculating, we can easily :find that Nijenhuis tensor Njkk of Ft vanishes. There
fore F.'" becomes ccmplex structure tensor.

If we consider a conformal change of the affine connection satisying

fjk"=J.tjA" +Ppr/'+PkO/'-p'tgjk,

then covariant devivative PjFAk with respect to rji' vanishes.
From the above discussion and Theorem I, we have

THEOREM 2. If an almost complex manifold with structure (g, F) is a conformally
flat space, then there exists a complex structure tensor F.'" which is a pseudo F-conformal
Killing tensor defined by the differential equations

fl jFA"=t/'gjl,-qkO/'- p'tFjk+PkFI,
where P,=OiP, qk=P1Fk

'
• Moreover, the covariant derivative of Ft" with respect to the

conformal connection of rjkk defined by

fjk"=FjA"+ pjJk"+PkO/'- P"gjk

vanishes.
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